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1. Introduction. Let RG denote the group ring of a finite group G over a

commutative ring R. By an RG-module we shall mean a left finitely generated

module which is R-torsion free. The representation ring a(RG) is an abelian

additive group defined by generators and relations : the generators are the symbols

[M], where M ranges over a full set of representatives of the isomorphism classes

of RG-modules, with relations

[M]  =  [M'] + [Af ]

whenever M^M'@M". Multiplication in a(RG) is defined by forming tensor

products of modules:

[M][JV]  = [M®RNA,

where as usual G acts on the tensor product by the formula

g(m(g) n) = gm ® gn,       geG,meM,neN.

Let C be the complex field, and define the integral representation algebra

A(RG) by the formula

A(RG) = C®za(RG).

Such representation algebras have recently been studied by Conlon [1], Green

[3], [4], and O'Reilly [10], for the special case in which R is a field. They have

shown that under suitable hypotheses, the algebra A(RG) is semisimple.

The present author investigated a(RG) when R is a ring of integers (see [11],

[12]). Of particular interest are the following choices for R :

Z   (the ring of rational integers),

Zp (the p-adic valuation ring in the rational field Q),

Z* (the ring of p-adic integers in the p-adic completion of Q),

Z'  = PlpltG:i]Zp, a semilocal ring of integers in Q.

To give the reader the proper perspective, we quote two earlier results.
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Theorem 1. If K is afield of characteristic p, and if G has a cyclic p-Sylow

subgroup, then AiKG) is a finite dimensional semisimple C-algebra iO'Reilly

[10]).

Theorem 2. Suppose that for some prime p, the group G contains an element

of order p2. Then both a(ZpG) and a(Z*G) contain at least one nonzero nilpotent

element. The same is therefore true for A(ZpG) and A(Z*G) (Reiner [12]).

The aim of the present paper is to present a partial converse to the latter

theorem. We shall prove here:

Theorem 3. Let p be a fixed prime, and suppose that the p-Sylow subgroups

of G are cyclic of order p. Then A(ZPG) and A(Z*G) contain no nonzero nil-

potent elements.

Theorem 4. If [G: 1] is squarefree, then ACZ'G) contains no nonzero nilpotent

element.

In the course of the proof we shall establish the following fact, which is of

independent interest, and is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 below.

Proposition. Let p be an odd prime, and let G have a normal p-Sylow sub-

group which is cyclic of order p. Let M and N be ZpG-modules. Then M = N

if and only if M/pM = N¡pN as (Z/pZ)G-modules.

2. Preliminary remarks. We collect here some definitions, remarks, and

previously established results which will be needed in the paper.

(a) If R is a field, or if R = Z*, the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for RG-

modules. (See [2, Theorem 14.5 and Theorem 76.26].)

(b) For R an arbitrary ring, every element of a(RG) is expressible in the

form [M] — [TV], where M and N are RG-modules, but is not uniquely so ex-

pressible. Furthermore, [M] = [TV] in a(RG) if and only if there exists an RG-

module X such that M@X ^N@X. If the Krull-Schmidt Theorem holds for

RG-modules, this last isomorphism implies that AfsTV. Furthermore, in this

case a(RG) has a Z-basis consisting of the symbols [L], where L ranges over a full

set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable RG-modules.

(c) Let A^B be a monomorphism of abelian additive groups. Then also

C®ZA -> C®ZB

is a monomorphism. (See MacLane [7, p. 152, Theorem 6.2].)

(d) For M a ZpG-module, let M* = Z* ®ZpM. The map [M] -* [M*] gives

a ring homomorphism a(ZpG) -*a(Z*G), which we claim is a monomorphism.

For let M and N be ZpG-modules such that [M*] = [TV*]. Then Ai* ̂  TV*,

which implies that M g N (see Maranda [8], or [2, Theorem 76.9]). This proves
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that   the   above   homomorphism   is   monic,   so   by  the   preceding   remark,

A(ZPG)->A(Z*G) is also monic.

Next, there is a ring homomorphism

a(Z'G)^   n    «(ZpG)>
p|[G:l]

gotten by mapping [M] onto the element whose pth component is [Zp ®7- M].

This map is monic, since if M and N are Z'G-modules such that

Zp®rM^Zp®z,N,       p|[G:l],

then by Maranda [9] (see [2, Theorem 81.2]) it follows that M s N. The map

A(Z'G)->   fi    A(ZrG)
p|[G:l]

is also monic, by (c) above.

(e) Suppose that R is either a field of characteristic p, or R = Z*, and let H

be a subgroup of G. An RG-module M is called (G,H)-projective if M is a direct

summand of an induced module LGfor some R/f-module L. If H is a p-Sylow

subgroup of G, then every RG-module is (G,i/)-projective (see [2, §63]). The

(G,{l})-projective modules are just the ordinary projective RG-modules.

For D a subgroup of G, let aD(RG) be the ideal of a(RG) generated by the set

of all (G,D)-projective RG-modules. Denote by a'D(RG) the ideal generated by

the (G, D')-projectives, where D' ranges over the proper subgroups of D. Define

wD(RG) = aD(RG)la'D(RG),

and set

WD(RG) = C®zwD(RG),       AD = C®aD,       A'D = C®a'D.

Then we have :

Transfer Theorem. The algebra A(RG) is semisimple if WD(R ■ NGD) is

semisimple for each p-subgroup D of G. Here, NGD is the normalizer of D in

G (Green [4]).

Using this, O'Reilly [10] was able to prove Theorem 1 by showing:

Theorem. If k is afield of characteristic p, and if G has a cyclic p-Sylow

subgroup, then WD(k • NGD)   is semisimple for each p-subgroup D of G.

(f) Now let H be a normal subgroup of G, and suppose that the Krull-Schmidt

Theorem holds for RG-modules. Let L be an RH-module, and let xeG. We may

form a new RiZ-module Lx, called a conjugate of L, by letting Lx have the

same elements as L, but where each he H acts on V as does xhx~   on L.

For an RG-module M, denote by resHM the RH-module gotten from M by

restriction of operators from G to H. From the Mackey Subgroup Theorem
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(see [2, Theorem 44.2]), it follows at once that resfl(LG)is a direct sum of conjugates

of L.

We note further that if Lt and L2 are /»¡//-modules, then

LGy®F?2 s   I?iLy®Lïf,

the sum extending over certain elements yeG (see [2, Theorem 44.3]).

(g) Starting with a (left) RG-module M, we may form another (left) RG-

module M*, called the contragredient of M (see [2, §43]). As R-module, M*

is just HomR(M,R). Each xeG acts on M* in the same way that x_1 acts on

the right RG-module HomÄ(M,R).  Then iMy® Mf)* S My*® M%. Also, if

0->M1->M2->M3->0

is an exact sequence of .RG-modules, then so is

0->Mf-*M*-»M?->0.

Finally, we have iRG)* = RG, and therefore contragredients of projective modules

are again projective.

(h) Schanuel's Lemma (see Swan [13]). Suppose we are given two exact

sequences of RG-modules:

O^Uf+Py-tVytO,     i =1,2,

in which Py and P2 are projective. If Vy £ V2, then

Uy@P2     ii     U2®Py.

3. Main theorem. Throughout this section we fix a prime p, and set R = Z*,

R = R¡pR. Let G contain a p-Sylow subgroup H which is cyclic of order p. In

view of 2(d) above, Theorem 3 will be established as soon as we show that AiRG)

contains no nonzero nilpotent element.

Up to isomorphism, there are exactly three indecomposable /»¡//-modules,

namely RH, IH, and RH (see Heller and Reiner [6]). Here, RH is the module R

on which H acts trivially; IH is the augmentation ideal of the group ring RH,

and there is an exact sequence of RZZ-modules :

(1) 0-*IH-+RH-+RH->0.

By 2(e) each indecomposable RG-module is a direct summand of one of the

induced modules (/H)G, RG, (RH)G. (We have used the obvious isomorphism:

iRH)G = RG.) Thus the number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable

RG-modules is finite, so AiRG) is a finite dimensional commutative C-algebra.

We must show that ^4(RG) is semisimple, or equivalently, that AiRG) contains

no nonzero nilpotent element. To prove this, by 2(e) it is enough to show that

WDiR • NGD)). is semisimple for each p-subgroup D of G. But WD is unchanged
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when D is replaced by one of its conjugates, and therefore we need only show

that

Wty^RG) and WH(R-NGH)

ate both semisimple.

The algebra W{y^(RG) is generated by the projective RG-modules. As is well

known (see [2, §77]), there is a one-to-one isomorphism-preserving correspondence

between the indecomposable direct summands of RG and those of RG. In other

words, we have

W{yy(RG) s WW(RG),

the isomorphism being given by [M] -* [M/pMj. But R is a field of characteristic

p, so by O'Reilly's Theorem of 2(e) it follows that W{y}(RG) is semisimple. (This

can also be proved easily by use of Brauer characters; see, for example, Conlon

WO
It remains for us to show that WH(R ■ NGH) is semisimple. Changing notation,

we may hereafter assume that G has a normal p-Sylow subgroup H which is

cyclic of order p, and we must prove that W¡y(RG) is semisimple. For p odd,

this is an immediate consequence of O'Reilly's Theorem together with the fol-

lowing result:

Theorem. 5. Let G have a normal p-Sylow subgroup H which is cyclic of

order p, where p is an odd prime. Then the algebra homomorphism

WH(RG)^WH(RG)

is monic.

(Before starting the proof, we may remark that the theorem fails to be true

when p = 2. Nevertheless, most of the details of the proof are valid for p = 2,

and will be used for that case in the following section.)

Proof. As was pointed out earlier in this section, the nonisomorphic indecom-

posable direct summands of (RH)G, (IH)G, and RG, give a full set of inde-

composable RG-modules. The direct summands of RG ate RG-projective, and

generate the ideal aH(RG) of aH(RG). Thus wH(RG) is generated asZ-module

by the indecomposable direct summands of (RH)G and (In)G. Let us write

(2) (RH)G = Ny®---®Nk, N¡ indecomposable,

where the summands are numbered so that the first m of them are a full set of

nonisomorphic modules from the set of summands. It will turn out that

(3) (IH)G = Ly®---®Lk, L¡ indecomposable,

with the first m summands a full set of nonisomorphic modules from the set

{Ly,-,Lk}. Thus {[#!],-,[#„], [Ly],-,[Lm-]} form a Z-basis for wH(RG).
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Let Ñ, = N,¡pN¡, L, = L,¡pL,, viewed as .RG-modules. In order to prove that

WHiRG) -> WHiRG) is monic, it suffices by 2(c) to show that w„iRG) -> wH(RG) is

monic; and for this, we need only show that {[Ñf\,---,[Ñ^\,[Lf\,---,[L^\}

are linearly independent (over Z) in wH(RG).

By Schur's Theorem [2, Theorem 7.5], there exists a subgroup F of G such

that G = HF, F s G¡H. It is easily seen that

(RH)G 2 RF       as RG-modules,

where H acts trivially on the module RF. Indeed, (RH)G = RG®RHRH, and the

isomorphism is given by

E    ccx>y(xy ® 1) -»  E a^x,       a^eR.
xeF;jí eíí x,y

Hence the {N,} occurring in (2) are gotten by decomposing RF into a direct

sum of indecomposable left ideals. However, pjf [F : 1], so if K is the quotient

field of R, we have

KF = KNy@--@KNk,

where the {KN,} are minimal left ideals of KF. Furthermore, it follows from

[2, Theorem 76.17 and Theorem 76.23], that each Ñ, is indecomposable, and

that for 1 ̂  i, j g fc,

N, 3 Nj •*> KN, 3 KTVj «» TVf S TV,,

Thus {A7!,-..,^} are distinct indecomposable .RG-modules, on each of which

H acts trivially.

Turning next to the consideration of iIH)G, we observe first that forming induced

modules preserves exactness, and so from (1) we obtain an exact sequence of

.RG-modules

(4) O^ilytf^RG^iRyyf^O.

Each TV¡ is a quotient module of (RH)G, hence also of RG, and so there exist exact

sequences

(5) 0-»M¡->RG-»Tv'¡-»0, l^i^fc.

If N, = Nj, then by 2(h) we have M, s M¡. Conversely, if M, s Mj, then taking

contragredients (see 2(g)) and using 2(h) again, we obtain Nf = TV*, and TV¡ = Nj.

If RGm denotes a direct sum of fc copies of RG, then from (5) we obtain an

exact sequence

0 ->Mj 0 •■• ®Mk -+RGm -*Ny 0 ••• © Nk ->0.

Comparing this with (4) and using 2(h), we find that
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(6) My®~-®Mk=L(IH)G®RG(k-1).

For each i, 1 ^ i ;£ k, let us write

Mí = Lí®P¡,

where P¡ is projective, and L¡ has no projective direct summand. It follows from

the Krull-Schmidt Theorem for RG-modules that M¡ determines L¡ and P¡ uniquely,

up to isomorphism. By (6), each L¡ is a direct summand of (IH)G. On the other

hand, (IH)G has no projective direct summand, since tesH(IH)G is a direct sum of

conjugates of IH, hence of copies of IH, whereas for X a projective RG-module,

resH X is free. Consequently

Ly®-®Lk^(IHf,

and {Ly, •••,Lm} are a full set of nonisomorphic modules from the set {Ly, ■••,Lk}.

To show that each L¡ is indecomposable,  we shall establish the stronger result

that {Ly, ■■■,Lm} are a set of distinct indecomposable RG-modules.

From (5) we obtain exact sequences

0 -» A7*- RG -* Lf® Pi* -»0, l^i^ m.

If L¡ = Lj for some i, /, where 1 = i, j ^ m, the above implies (using 2(h)) that

Ñ*®P*^Ñ*®P¡*. But A7* is indecomposable, and is not projective because

H acts trivially on A7*. Hence #*£ A7*, so TV,- = TV,- and i =j.

Next, suppose Lt decomposable; then so is Lf, and we may write Lf = Uy® U2,

say. Each \J¡ is a homomorphic image of RG, so there exist F*G-modules Xt, X2

with

O-cA/^RG-^Uj-vO,      7 = 1,2,

exact. Thus

0 -» Xy ® X2 -* RG(2) ® P¡*-* Uy®U2® Pi*-* 0

is exact. By 2(h) it follows that

Ñi*®RG®Pi*^Xy®X2.

But Ñ* is indecomposable, and P* is projective, so either Xy or X2 must be

projective; say Xy is projective. Then tesHXy is free. On the other hand, Xy is

a direct summand of Lf, and tesHLf is a direct sum of copies of IH (since /,* £ IH).

This gives a contradiction, and so indeed each L¡ is indecomposable.

We may remark that in terms of the loop space functor Q introduced by Heller

[5], we have Li=Cl(Ni).

Let us show at once that Ñ¡ =■ L¡ is impossible, and it is precisely for this purpose

that the hypothesis p > 2 is needed. We know that resH Ñ¡ is a direct sum of copies

of $H, whereas tesHLj is a direct sum of copies of IH. But IB is indecomposable,
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and for p>2, ÎH is not isomorphic to RH. Thus N, % Lj for any i,j, and we have

shown that {TV.,•••,Ñm,L¡,-,Lj are a set of nonisomorphic indecomposable

RG-modules. Obviously none of them lies in af¡(RG), and so they are Z-linearly

independent when considered as elements of wH(RG). This completes the proof

of Theorem 5.

Since we have already shown that W{1](RG) = W{i)(RG), it follows that the

map v4(RG) -» AiRG) is monic when restricted to A'niRG). Combining this with

Theorem 5, we may conclude that the algebra homomorphism

AiRG)-* AiRG)

is also monic, provided the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied. But this es-

tablishes the validity of the proposition stated at the end of §1.

4. The case p = 2. In this section we shall prove Theorem 3 for the case p = 2.

We use the notation of the preceding section, and we are assuming now that G

has a cyclic 2-Sylow subgroup H of order 2. As we have seen, we need only show

that WHiRG) contains no nonzero nilpotent element, and it suffices to prove

this for the case where H is normal in G. Furthermore, in order to prove that

W„(RG) has no nilpotent elements except 0, it is enough to show that if x e WHiRG)

satisfies x2 = 0, then necessarily x = 0.

As in §3, we let {Ny,---,Nm} be the nonisomorphic indecomposable summands

of (RH)G, and {Ly,---,Lm} those of (/H)G. Now RH£IH, even for p = 2, so by

considering restrictions to H it is clear that N,^Lj for any /,/. Hence H^RG)

has C-basis {[TV.],»-»,[TVm], [L,],--.,[Lm]}. Furthermore, we know from §3

that {Ñy,---,Ñm} are the nonisomorphic indecomposable summands of

(RH)G, while {Ly,---,Lm} are those of (IH)G'. However, since p = 2 we have

RH^IH, and so the L's are a rearrangement of the TV's. Thus the maps

WH(RG)-> Wh(RG) , A(RG) -» A(RG), are no longer monomorphisms.

In this case we have [G : F] = 2, so F is normal in G, and G/F 3 H. If h is

the generator of H, we may form the R/Z-module y having the same elements

as R, but where

ha = — a,       ae Y.

Then use the homomorphism of G onto H to turn Y into an RG-module, that

is, let F act trivially on Y. The RG-module thus obtained will also be denoted

by T. Obviously

?sSG,     y®y^rg,

where RG is the trivial RG-module.

Consider now the RG-modules Y®Ny,---,Y®Nm. Each is indecomposable,

since

Y®N, 3 f®J?,s Ñ¡.
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Furthermore, it cannot happen that V ® N¡s Nj, since h acts on Y®N¡ as

multiplication by — 1, whereas h acts trivially on Nj. Thus, the modules

{Y® N¡: 1 íS i :§ m}   coincide with the modules {Lf. 1 i£ i _: m} in some order.

Let us set Qt=Y ®N¡, l^i_m. The above discussion shows that

{[Ari],-",[Arm], [6i],-".[2m]} ¡s a Z-basis for wH(RG), hence also a C-basis

for W#(RG). Furthermore, the kernel of the algebra homomorphism

WH(RG) -> WH(^G) has C-basis {[TV,] - [2,] : 1 ̂  i g m}.

We shall now investigate N¡®Nj. Since TV, and Nj are direct summands of

(RH)G, their tensor product is a direct summand of (RH)G®(RH)G. By 2(f) we

see that this latter module is a direct sum of modules of the form (RH®RH)G,

for some elements y eG. However, RyH = RH and RH ®RH^Rn- Therefore

N¡®Nj is a direct sum of copies of Ny,---,Nm; suppose that Ns occurs with

multiplicity «¡fr as a direct summand of N¡ ® Nj. We have then

m

[N,][Nj] =  E aijs[Ns]       in WH(RG).
s = l

Furthermore we obtain

Qi®Qj = (Y®Ni)®(Y®Nj) S (Y® Y)®(Ni®Nj) S Nt®Nj,

so
m

[2,3 [2;] =   £ «yM       i" ^i(«G).
s = l

Finally we note that

[2,] [ Nj] = [ Y ® ( N, ® Nj)] -  E «„,[ F ® AT J = E «„.[ßj       in »WÄG).
s s

Suppose now that x e WH(RG) and x2 = 0; we are trying to prove that x must

be 0. Since the image of x in WH(RG) is also nilpotent, and since WH(RG) con-

tains no nonzero nilpotent element, it follows that x lies in the kernel of the map

WH(RG) -* WH(RG). Thus we may write

x= E <:,([#,]-[ßj),       CieC.

Then
i = i

c2 =    E    {CiCj[Ni] [Nj] - 2cíCj[Ní] [Qj] + c¡C;[2;] [2;]}

=     E    2CiCjaljs([Ns]-[Qs]).
i,J,s=l

But x2 = 0, and so

2 •    E CiCj0tiJs = 0,       1 ;£ s ^ m.
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Therefore   rL,jCicja,jS = 0, which shows that   Er=iC;[N;] has square 0. Thus

2^iC,[Ñ,~] = 0 in WH(RG), and consequently each c, = 0. This proves that x = 0,

and completes the demonstration of Theorem 3 for the case p = 2.

5. Concluding remarks. Let us show that Theorem 4 is an easy consequence

of Theorem 3. Suppose that [G:l] is squarefree; then by using Theorem 3 for

each prime p dividing [G:l], we see that each A(Z*G) contains no nonzero

nilpotent element. Hence also the product

Il   AiZ*G)
pl[G:l]

contains no nonzero nilpotent element. But by 2(d) the algebra ACZ'G) may be

embedded in the above product, and hence also ^l(Z'G) contains no nonzero

nilpotent element.

It would be of interest to consider the corresponding question for ACZG).

The difficulty seems to arise from the fact that the map ACZG) -> ACZ'G) need

not be monic.

Conjecture 1. The kernel of the map ACZG) ̂  ACZ'G) is a torsion Z-module.

As remarked in Theorem 2, if G contains an element of order p2, then A(Z*G)

contains nonzero nilpotent elements. On the other hand, we have shown that if

the p-Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic of order p, then A(Z*G) is semisimple. We

are left with a large class of groups which fall into neither category, for example

an elementary abelian (p, p) group.

Conjecture 2. If the p-Sylow subgroup of G is not cyclic of order p, then

A(Z*G) contains nonzero nilpotent elements.

We may remark that Theorem 5 is best possible, in the following sense. Let

R = Zp, and let H be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. If H is not normal in G, or if

H is not cyclic of order p, then the maps

WB(RG) -> WH(RG), A(RG) -> A(RG),

are not monic. Indeed, even when G is cyclic of order p2, the map A(RG) -» ̂ l(RG)

is not monic.

Finally, the proof of Theorem 5 suggests that the proposition at the end of §1

may be a special case of a more general result. This will be investigated more

fully in a future work (to appear in Michigan Math. J.)
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